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Abstract. An argon expanding cascaded arc plasma, with small amounts 
(0-lOvol.%) of hydrogen added to the flow, is investigated by means of 
Thomson-Rayleigh scattering and optical emission spectroscopy. The results, 
especially the electron density behaviour as a function of the distance from the onset 
of the expansion, are interpreted by comparison with results of a quasi 
one-dimensional model. The associative charge exchange reaction between Ar* ions 
and H, molecules plays a dominant role in the model. Assuming that H, molecules 
from the wall enter the plasma in the shock region, the large ionization loss can be 
explained. Good agreement between model and experiment is found for the electron 
and neutral density and the electron temperature behaviour. This makes plausible the 
existence of a recirculation flow inside the vacuum vessel, which transports 
wall-associated hydrogen molecules towards the plasma 

1. Introduction 

In a previous paper [l] we reported on the study of a 
supersonically expanding cascaded arc plasma in argon, 
with small amounts of hydrogen added to the flow. In 
the present work we shall extend this study by compar- 
ing new measurements to a quasi one-dimensional 
model. We especially elaborate on the speculation that 
wall-associated hydrogen molecules play an important 
role in the large ionization loss in argon plasmas with 
low hydrogen seed fractions. A re-entry flow of hydro- 
gen moiecuies into the piasma beam is thoughi to be 
caused by wall-associated molecules transported to- 
wards the plasma by a strong recirculation flow inside 
the vessel, as hypothesised by the authors in [I] as well 
as by De Graaf et al [2]. 

The study of plasmas of this type is important in 
view of the applications: deposition of thin films and 
particle sources [2-6]. 

2. The quasi onedim sional II 

Modelling of a pure argon plasma, expanding out of a 
cascaded arc source has proved to give good insight into 
transport phenomena and plasma kinetics [7,8]. This 
relatively easy approach will therefore be extended to 
describe the expansion of an argon-hydrogen plasma. 
The hydrogen is added to the flow before it enters the 
cascaded arc. The experiment is shown in figure 1 and 
has been described in detail elsewhere [1,3'J. 

2.i. Basic assumptions 

Before detailing the equations that govern the expan- 
sion, the following basic assumptions will be discussed. 

The plasma is assumed to be ideal, i.e. the velocity 
distributions for all particles are assumed to be 
Maxwellian in this type of plasma and the number 
of electrons within a Debye sphere is assumed to 
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Figure 1. The expanding plasma jet. A subatmospheric plasma (pressure 
0.2-0.6 bar) is created inside the cascaded arc, consisting of three cathodes, three 
electrically isolated copper plates, and an anode plate. The formed plasma expands 
into a vacuum vessel, creating a supersonically expanding jet 
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be large. The actual minimum value is around 
10-20 electrons per Debye sphere. 
The effects of turbulence and viscosity are neglect- 
ed. 

e The ass~mption is made !kat hydrogez is !&~!!y 
dissociated for low hydrogen seed fractions (i.e. UD 

In the supersonic part of the expansion, axial 
velocities are assumed to be large compared to the 
radial velocities. 

2.2. The axial velocities of the different particles 
to 2 vol.%) in the cascaded arc (G the eiectron 

of the molecular hydrogen in the expanding jet is 

One important matter has to be 

plasma? The 

which 
temperature, around lev). Thus, the par- 
tides leaving the arc are Ar, Ar+, and H+. Most 

assumed to originate from the vessel walls [1,2]. 
The presence of molecular and negative ions (Hi, 
H:, H-) is neglected. The presence Of ArH+, 
however, is considered, as this ion is an important 

All heavy particle temperatures are assumed to be 
equal. 
The charge exchange reaction Ar+ + *z --t 

Ar + H: is neglected in favour of the associative 
charge exchange reaction Ar' + H, + ArH' + H. 

are the axial velocities of the plasma particles identical 
when hydrogen a light 'heavy particle' is added to the 

discussed by van de Sanden et 
We start by comparing the relaxation times zxy and 

mean free paths A,, for momentum exchange (for par- 
ticles in in the expansion as given by 
[ll-131 for the densities close to the stationary shock 
front and a 2 HZ fraction: nAI = 1 0 ~ O m - 3 ,  

nH = nH+ U 10'*m-3, nAr+ % n, z 10'9m-3. We shall 
only give the values for the mean free paths, as the 
relation between and A is well known: 

of pure argon has been extensively 

:..+*.....4:"*'. :.. ...,.I-,...l"- .e-,,+:-.." 
L I I I c I I I I ~ U I a L L c  111 LL.U'r*UI-LI L C a I L I V I L I .  

(1) 
This% justifis at the temperatures in the expan- 1 
sion which are all well below OSeV [9]. 
The energy loss due to line and continuum radi- 
ation is neglected compared to other energy 
!osse-s [3j. 
Ohmic dissipation due to pressure induced currents 
will be neglected despite its known influence on the 

?rY = "y<Gxyuxyv) 

and. 

(2) 
0.x 4, = 

ny("xy%yu) 

electron temperature in argon Plasma jets [& 101. where uly is the relative speed of the particles, G~~ is the 

102 103 104 102 103 104 

T I"\ T fW\  ' 1") ' [RI 
Figure 2. The different mean free paths in the plasma for densities close to the stationary shock front and a 2vol.% H, 
seed fraction: n, = 
H+-HI ;  --, Hi-Arc; ... , Art-Hi). (b) Electron-ion (---, Ar+-e; --, H+-e) and electron-electron (-) interactions. 
(c) Electron-neutral (---, e-Ar; 
interactions. (0) Neutral-neutral (-, Ar-Ar; ---, H-H; --, Ar-H ..., H-Ar) interactions. 

n,, z n,,+ U 10'8m-3, n&+ zz ne z 10'9m-3. (a) Ion-ion interactions (-, Ar+-Art; ---, 

e-H) and ion-neutral (-, Art-Ar; ---. Ar-Are; --, H+-H; .-, H-HI) 
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cross section, and rxy denotes the time constant for 
momentum exchange from species x to y. 

Figure 2 gives the mean free paths for momentum 
exchange between the different particles. If we examine 
the mean free paths for the temperature range 
T = 2000-3000 K and compare them to typical gradient 
lengths in the plasma Lz 10-Z-10-3m we can con- 
clude that: (a) all charged particles are coupled; (b) the 
electron-argon and argon-argon ion mean free paths 
are small enough; (c) the neutral-neutral coupling could 
be a problem. Especially the hydrogen atoms appear to 
be quite free in the argon neutral gas. For the moment, 
however, we shall assume all axial velocities to be equal 
to the plasma velocity designated U. 

2.3. The system of equations 

The expanding plasma can be described by a two gas 
model-electrons and heavy particles. This method (as 
well as the quasi one-dimensional approach) is well 
described by Kroesen et al and van de Sanden et al 
[7,8,14] and we shall only give a brief outline here. 

We start by writing the number balances for, the 
different plasma species. For the electron gas, we neglect 
two parricie recombination, as [his process is much less 
efficient than three-particle recombination under the 
present conditions [lS]. The value of the rate constant 
for three-particle recombination is taken from van 
de Sanden 1151: 

Krea.s = 3.3 x lo-" c-'" (3) 

in units of m6 s-l, with r, the electron temperature in 
K. This rate is assumed to be the same for recombina- 
tion of argon and hydrogen ions, because the recom- 
bination of an argon ion usually ends in a highly excited 
state, where the system is essentially hydrogen-like. 

Furthermore, we assume the following associative 
charge exchange/dissociative recombination reactions to 
be responsible for ionization loss: 

A r + + H , + A r H +  + H  (4) 

ArH+ + e -+ Ar + H *  (5 )  

where the hydroge: molecc!l!es are assumcd to  origk~te 
mainly from the vessel walls. An excited hydrogen atom 
is formed in the second step. For the above reactions, 
the first step limits the reaction speed, with a rate 
constant KA~H+ = 1.1 x 10-15m3s-1 [16]. This reac- 
tion is virtually independent of T,. The second (dissocia- 
tive recombination) step is faster by a factor of about 
100, depending on nc 

Thus, we can write the electron number balance as 
follows: 

= - K r e c . d ( n A r +  + nH*) - KArHfnAr*nH,  (6) 

where n denotes a species density (in m-3) and U is the 
plasma velocity. The right-hand side of equation (6) will 
be referred to as E, from now on. 

76 

The number balances for the heavy particles can be 
written as: 

(7) 
V(nHU) = K,.,,n:n~* f ~ K A ~ H * ~ A ~ + ~ H ,  del = BH 

(9) 

(10) 

V(n,+u) = -K,...3n$nA,+ - KaH.nA,+nH, = BAr+ (11) 

where EH, etc are short-hand notations for the respective 
right-hand sides (RHSS). In the calculations an extra 
input is added to BHI (second term RHS in (8)) in order 
to simulate a re-entry flow of wall associated hydrogen 
molecules to the plasma beam. In equation (8), 
denotes the total radial influx (in s-'), r denotes the 
plasma radius, and l represents the length of the absorb- 
ing part of the beam, i.e. the distance over which H, 
molecules enter the plasma. This distance does not 
include the length of the shock region, which is treated 
separately and analytically (see next section). 

dcl V(nH+u) = -K,c,3n:nH+ = BH+ 
del 

= K,,.&~A,. + KArH+nAr+nW, = BA, 
del 

The total balance for the mass density p reads: 

V( pu) = 0. (12) 

The equation for the total momentum balance (with- 
out viscosity and the Lorentz force) is written as: 

p(u.V) ' U  + vp = 0 (13) 

where p = k(n,T, + n,Ta is the total pressure. is the 
heavy particle temperature and k is Boltzmann's con- 
stant. In principle p = Z,m,n, includes all plasma spe- 
cies x with masses m,. In our case with small hydrogen 
seed fractions (<2%), however, we can simplify this 
expression using the fact that electrons, H', H, and H, 
particles are all much lighter than argon atoms or ions. 
With a very small error (<0.1%) we can therefore 
simply write: 

P e mAr(nAT + nAr') mAr(nAr + (I4) 

Finally, we need the two energy balances for the 
electrons and the heavy particles (without viscosity 
term): 

V.($z,kT,u) + n,kT,(V.u) + V . q ,  = Qh 

V.($n,kT,u) + n,kT,(V.u) + V . q ,  = Q, 

(15) 

(16) 
with q, the particle heat flux (qx = - K ~ V T , ,  with K* the 
thermal conductivity for species x and T,  the corre- 
sponding temperature) and eh,. the energy source terms 
for the respective particles. The particle heat flux is 
taken into consideration in a simplified form, following 

considered, as a loss term. With argon as the dominant 
species, the heavy particle energy source term can be 
written as: 

vac de Sandcc et n! [q: nn!y !he r2dlia! h a t  flux is 

Qh Q.h + Q d % s . m .  - Q, (17) 
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with 

Kh Th 
Qq =- rz 

where Qq represents the radial heat conduction in a 
simpiifed form, as an energy ioss term: xh is taken From 
Braginskii [ll] and r denotes the plasma radius. This is 
a simplified form valid if the temperature profile is taken 
to be a Gaussian [SI. The values for the relaxation times 
for momentum transfer T ~ , ~ ~ +  and are taken from 
the works of Braginskii [11] and Timmermans [13]. For 
the energy transfer between electrons and heavy par- 
ticles due to reactions (4) and (5)  we assume that a 
thermal electron is lost, i.e. the electron temperature is 
not very much affected. This is justified by the fact that 
the temperature dependence of KArH* is not very strong 
in the temperature range considered here [16]. The 
heavy particle, however, gains the energy of the lost 
electron, which equals $kkT,. The heavy particles could 
gain more from the dissociative recombination, but this 
is not taken into account. 

The electron energy source term can be written as: 

Q. = Qrcc.3 - Qeh - Qq (21) 

with the three-particle recombination source term: 

Qrcc.3 = Kcec.d(n*r*AEA, + nH*AEH) (22) 

and the ‘loss’ by heat conduction: 

The amount of energy gained by the second electron in 
the reaction A+ + e + e  + A* + e is approximately 
equal to 0.15 times the ionization energy of the species 
ccncemed, depending on E, @an de Sander! et o! [IS!). 
This determines the values of AE, and AEA, in equa- 
tion (22). 

It is convenient to introduce dimensionless para- 
meters a, 0, 6 and E instead of the particle densities: 

The equations discussed so far can be rewritten to 
form a system of eight first-order differential equations 
with eight variables: a, P, 6, E, T., T,,, p and U [7, lo]. 
where U is a scalar: the axial expansion speed. 

We can now combine the above equations to a 
complete set: 

dT, 2 qMZ (Lg) 2 Qh + -- dz 3 ( l - M 2 ) A d z  ~ P U B  
_ = -  

de mA,BH+ 
dr pu  ’ 
_=__  

Equation (28) is obtained by combining the momentum 
and energy balances ((13), (15), and (16)); equation (29) 
by using (28) and the mass balance (12); equations 
(32)-(35) by using the mass balances (12) and (6)-(9). 
Finally, equations (30)-(31) are derived using (28), (29) 
and (32). 

In the above equation set, M denotes the plasma 
Mach number, defined by: 

with T,  = T,, + UT, the plasma temperature. The gas 
constant B is given by: 

(37) 

Note, that in equations (36) and (37) argon is assumed 
to be the main species. In the quasi one-dimensional 
case, A corresponds to the surface over which the 
plasma parameters are averaged to make the problem 
one dimensionai. For A ,  the foiiowing equation: 

1 d A  2tan4 
A dz r 
-_=- 

holds, where rp is half the angle of expansion and r is the 
radius of the plasma at a certain axial position z [7]. 

It may be noted that the equation set (28)-(35) 
basically represents the pure argon model as treated by 
van de Sanden et al [SI with a perturbation due to the 
presence of hydrogen. The gas dynamical behaviour of 
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the plasma is equal to the pure argon case (we shall 
return to this later when we discuss the neutral particle 
density measurements). The hydrogen. however, appears 
to play a decisive role in the plasma kinetics. This will 
become clear when the electron density behaviour is 
discussed. This approach with hydrogen as a perturba- 
tion is allowed for low hydrogen seed fractions, as the 
masses of all hydrogen atoms, molecules, and ions are 
all much lower than the masses of the argon atoms and 
ions. 

Equitinfis (28)-(?5) fnrm a cmp!ete set znd vi!! be 
solved numerically by Runge-Kutta integration to 
cover the first (supersonic) part of the expansion. The 
stationary shock front will be treated analytically in the 
next section. 

2.4. The stationary shock front 

To describe a discontinuity in flow variables, one could 
in principle use the Rankine-Hugoniot relations, as was 
done by Kroesen et a1 [7]. A better approximation is 
obtained with the method developed by Mott-Smith [8, 
10, 17-19]. In order to get an impression of the shape 
of the shock, we assume the shock to be identical for all 
particles. In the shock region (z = 40-70") the nu- 
merical integration is taken over by an analytical ap- 
proach, in which x, U and p are transformed according 
to the Mott-Smith relations (for a ratio of specific heats 
y = 513): 

In the above set of equations, Lo represents the shock 
thickness. In our first approximation A,,, the neutral 
~ ~ I L I C I C  I I L C ~ I I  U G C  p i l~u  p i g u u  iii ntguu,, 15 LXWII as a 
measure for L,. Following van de Sanden e& a[ [SI, we 
take Lo 2 4La, for high Mach numbers MO (around 
ten) before the shock. The Mott-Smith relations are 
taken relative to the center of the shock region: z, 
denotes the middle of the shock region. p(O), u(O), and 
x(0)  denote the values of the flow variables before the 
shock. 

In the shock, all densities are transformed like the 
mass density p. The H, density, however, can be 

of hydrogen molecules into the jet. This extra input of 
hydrogen molecules constitutes the major fitting para- 
meter when comparing the model to the experiments, as 
the existence of a re-entry flow has only been hy- 
pothesised so far. 

The electrons themselves do not experience a shock, 
since their motion never becomes supersonic (because~of 
their low mass, equation (36)): it is the ion shock that 
dictates the electron density in the shock region (quasi- 
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neutrality). As a consequence, the electron temperature 
is not transformed in a way similar to the heavy particle 
temperature. Adiabatic compression is assumed in order 
to calculate the electron temperature at each axial posi- 
tion in the shock. For a ratio of specific heats y = 513, 
this relation reads: 

( 3 2 ' 3 .  

The actual position of the shock front is obtained by 
equating the siagnaiion pressure pItpB to the vessel bacic- 
ground pressure pbrck at each point in the expansion. 
When the former exceeds the latter, the shock position 
zbhock is found. The program then uses equations (39)- 
(42) to calculate p, U, Th and T, for the range 
(zShack - Lo) to zshOsk. The middle of the shock region 
(2,) is situated at zshosk -+Lo. After the shock (in the 
subsonic region) numerical integration starts again, us- 
ing the values obtained from the analytical expressions 
as starting values. The analytical shock calculation 
causes a small discontinuity in the calculated profiles 
around zshosx - L,,. 

2.5. The subsonic relaxation region 

In the region after the shock, axial gradients are no 
longer large compared to the radial gradients. This 
means, that the radial expansion of the beam is mainly 
diffusion determined [7]. The model uses equations 
(28)-(35) again to calculate the values of the parameter 
set. The difference with the supersonic expansion part is, 
that the angle of expansion 4 is now given by: 

where r is the plasma radius, 9 is a constant depending 
on the actual shape of the plasma radial profile, and D 
is a diffusion coefficient. The value of 9 is around two 
for any reasonable plasma profile (e.g. a Gaussian or a 
parabolic) [7]. D is assumed to be equal to the ambipo- 
lar diffusion coefficient for a pure argon plasma [7,13]: 

When applying equation (44), = is assumed; no 
denotes the neutral particle density. 

This concludes the discussion of the model. 

? Fvnnrimnnte 
V. -,.p 'a...."'.'." 

3.1. Thomson-Rayleigh scattering measurements 

3.1.1. Axial scans. As in the previous paper [l], the 
expanding argon-hydrogen plasma jet is investigated 
both by active and passive spectroscopic means. The 
Thomson-Rayleigh diagnostic has been described ex- 
tensively by van de Sanden [33 and we will not repeat 
the description here. In short, frequency doubled 
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Nd:YAG radiation is focused into the plasma and the 
scattered photons (under a 90" angle) are dispersed by a 
polychromator and detected by an image intensified 
photo diode array. The only difference from the previous 
set-up [l] is the fact that the Nd:YAG laser has been 
replaced by a more powerful type (Quanta Ray GCR- 
190, 250mJ  per pulse at 532nm, 50Hz). This results in 
shorter measurement times. 

The parameters, determined by Thomson-Rayleigh 
scattering are ne, and no, with accuracies of about 
lo%, 25%, and 15% respectively. Due to the small 
Rayleigh scattering cross sections for H and H, and the 
small densities of these species compared to the argon 
neutral density, the measured neutral densities are equal 
to the argon neutral densities. The parameters are deter- 
mined locally (detection volume about 0.25mm3). The 
measurements are performed on the plasma in figure 1 
under the following conditions: arc current I,, = 45 A, 
arc voltage V,,, = 100 V, background pressure pbaeX = 
40Pa, total flow (argon and hydrogen): 3.5 standard 
litres per minute, hydrogen flow O-lOvol.%.The hydro- 
gen is admixed to the argon before it enters the cascaded 
arc. For seed fractions of 0,2,3,4, 5,  and 10 vol.%, axial 
scans are performed. Radial scans are performed for 0 
and 2vol.% seed fractions. As the cascaded arc can be 
moved inside the vessel without significantly changing 
the plasma, axial and radial scans can be made with 
great ease-without moving the laser system. 

The experiments for a 'pure' argon plasma (i.e. with 
the possible pollution of hydrogen molecules originating 
from the vessel walls [1,2]) and for a 2vol.% hydrogen 
seed fraction are compared to the model. The reason for 
leaving out the higher percentages lies in the fact that 
the behaviour of the arc itself changes severely when 
more than, say, 3vol.% hydrogen is admixed. This is 
reflected in the fact that with a 5 or lOvol.% seed 
fraction, the electron density just after the arc exit drops 
to very low values (a few times 10'Hm-3). 

In figure 3, the axial electron density profiles are 
presented. The observed agreement between model and 
experiments is very good. In the case of 2vol.% hydro- 
gen, a total H, inflow from the vessel walls into the 
plasma of about 4 x 10" particles per second is imple- 
mented in the model. The extra input has to take place 
before and in the shock region, i.e. between z = 0 and 
z = 70". The input is assumed to be constant over 
this region. If an input in the subsonic region is assumed, 
the agreement between model and experiments is signifi- 
cantly poorer. This is in agreement with our earlier 
hypothesis,[l]. The value of 4 x lo1* s - '  depends large- 
ly on the re-entrance flow pattern. In our case, where a 
constant radial inflow is assumed, the actual value is 
very sensitive to changes in the magnitude of the exter- 
nal hydrogen input. The total flux of re-entering hydro- 
gen molecules has to be compared to the total quantity 
of molecules entering the arc: 2vol.% hydrogen corre- 
sponds to approximately 2.5 x 10'9s-'. 

As for the 'pure' argon case, we still had to assume a 
2.4 x 1O''s-' re-entry flow. This is to be expected, as 
the saturation of the vessel walls with hydrogen during 

10'8 
0 100 200 300 400 500 

= (") 

lo*'/ 1 
E 
Y 

c 'ozol i 
0 100 200 300 400 500 

= (mm) 
Figure 3. The electron density against the  axial position 
(distance from the onset of the expansion). (a) For a pure 
argon flow entering the arc and (6) for a 2voi.% hydrogen 
admixture. The drawn lines present the results of the model 
as described in the main text. 

hydrogen experiments will still cause a (smaller) re-entry 
flow of hydrogen molecules when returning to a pure 
argon plasma. The emission spectroscopy work (to be 
discussed later) confirms this as the hydrogen Balmer 
series are stili observed when the arc is burning on pure 
argon. Also in this case, the model is very sensitive to 
the magnitude of the re-entry flow. The extra input has 
to take place before and in the shock: addition of extra 
hydrogen in the subsonic region causes the model values 
to deviate strongly after z = 100mm. It should be 
stressed that an external input of hydrogen molecules is 
absolutely necessary to obtain a good agreement be- 
tween model and experiments. 

The axial scans for higher admixtures of hydrogen 
(figure 4) are not compared to the model because it is 
almost certain that the behaviour of the arc itself 
changes severely when, e.g. lOvol.% H, is added. This 
aspect needs further research. For a lOvol.% seed frac- 
tion, the ion flux from the arc has decreased significant- 
ly, as the electron density at z = 5mm has dropped to a 
low value (around 10'Sm-3, compare figure 3). 

Figure 5 gives the neutral densities versus the axial 
position. Here also, the model describes the experiments 
very well. The neutral density behaviour appears to be 
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Figure 4. The electron density against the axial position (z) 
for higher admixtures. 

0 100 200 300 400 500 

z (") 

1 020 I 
0 100 200 300 400 500 

z (mm) 
Figure 5. The neutral density against the axial position z for 
(a) pure argon and (b) a 2 vol.% hydrogen admixture. The 
drawn lines present the results of the model. 

independent of hydrogen seed fraction. So our initial 
assumption [l] that we could study the plasma beam 
kinetics without disturbing the basic transport pheno- 
mena remains justified (at least up to 5 vol.% H, seed 
fractions). So, as was mentioned before, we can consider 

Y +a 4000/Jq 2000 .. . 
0 

0 100 200 300 400 500 

z (mm) 
Figure 6. The electron temperature against the axial 
position z for pure argon. The drawn line fepresents the 
model. The 2vol.% data show too much scatter to make a 
comparison with the model useful. 

hydrogen to be a small perturbation on the argon 
expanding jet, as far as transport phenomena are con- 
cerned. 

The electron temperature behaviour is difficult to 
describe, as was pointed out by van de Sanden [SI. 
Especially in the shock region, current generation ap- 
pears to be of importance, causing the electron tempera- 
ture to rise before the actual shock position. As our 
model does not include current generation, the agree- 
ment between model and experiments is not expected to 
be very good. Nevertheless, the general trends are clear 
in figure 6. The data for hydrogen admixture show too 
much scatter to make a useful comparison with the 
model. Further research is needed to get more insight 
into the electron temperature behaviour when hydrogen 
is admixed to the flow. 

3.12. Radial scans. For 0 and 2vol.% hydrogen seed 
fractions, radial scans have been performed at five axial 
positions: z = 10,20,40,70 and 100". The results for 
the electron density and temperature as well as the 
neutral density are given in figure 7 and 8. In particular, 
the electron density profiles support the view that hy- 
drogen molecules enter the plasma beam from the pe- 
riphery. This becomes clear in figure 9. Here, we have 
used the adiabatic model by Ashkenas and Sherman 
[20] to fit the radial profiles at z = 10 and 20mm. For 
the 'pure' argon case, the fits appear to be quite good, 
especially at z = 10. This is an extra confirmation of the 
view [3] that the supersonic part of the pure argon jet 
closely resembles an adiabatic expansion. 

For the 2vol.% case, we simply used the fits for the 
pure argon case and normalized them to the maximum 
value (at r = Omm) of the 2vol.% radial scans. The 
results are also shown in figure 9. It can clearly be seen 
that the adiabatic expansion model no longer coincides 
with the measurements: the measurements tend to be 
much lower than they would have been in the case of an 
adiabatic expansion. The simple transfer of the pure 
argon fits to the 2vol.% data is justified, because the 
adiabatic model only depends on the specific size and 
form of the expansion hole and the pressure ratio inside 
and outside the expansion chamber [20]. In our view, 
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(c) 

Figure 7. Radial profiles for the  electron density ne (a), the electron temperature T, (b), and the neutral density no (c): pure 
argon. 

this is a clear hint that reactions (4) and (5) take place 
at the edges of the plasma, and that a radial re-entry 
flow of hydrogen molecules is needed to make this 
possible. The effect on the central electron density could 
have two reasons: arc effects or the occurrence of the 
same reactions. This latter process is not expected to 
have much influence, however, before z = 30-40mm. 

3.2. Optical emission spectroscopy 

Even though line and continuum radiation are not 
taken into account in the discussed model, optical 
emission spectroscopy (OES) results can give extra insight 
in t k  +isria beam kinetics. The OS measuremenis 

have proved to be especially effective in combination 
with the Thomson-Rayleigh scattering results. The oES 
diagnostic has been extensively discussed elsewhere 
[l, lo] and we will only give the results here. 

OES measurements have been performed on the same 
set of Ar(1) and H(1) lines as reported in our previous 
paper [l], at three axial positions: z = 20,40 and 70 mm 
and for the same hydrogen seed fractions as mentioned 
above. The OB system was calibrated using a tungsten 
ribbon lamp in order to obtain absolute level densities 
per statistical weight. We choose to present the data in 
the form of population factors 6,. In this representation, 
the absolute level density per statistical weight (n,/q,) is 
..&,̂ *-A +.. +L.- A-..-:* .^I -",-..,-.-,I ... :.L .L- "-Le ----- 
.L.LCU- LU nir U S I ~ L L ?  ab LaLLUlbLU WLLLl L11C 34116 C q U d -  
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’ (a) 

Figure 8. Radial profiles for the electron density ne (a) and the 

dcf np b,=- = (45) 

where the Saha density is calculated using the ne 
and T, values obtained by Thomson scattering. To 
calculate the H Saha density, we need the H+ density. 
The latter is calculated using intensity ratios of highly 
excited hydrogen and argon levels, as was discussed 
previously [l]. 

In general, a strong decrease in intensity of the argon 
lines is observed if hydrogen is admixed, as reported 
before. As the excitation in the argon system results from 
three-particle recombination [lq, this must be a conse- 
quence of the disappearance of argon ions. Two pro- 
cesses can be responsible for this loss: (a) the occurrence 
of reactions (4) and (3, and (b) the arc ionization 
changing from argon to hydrogen, as the ionization 
potential of hydrogen is smaller by about two eV [l]. 
For seed fractions above 4vol.% hydrogen, even the 
strongest argon lines disappear. 

The behaviour of the hydrogen line intensities is 
more complicated. The intensity rises with the hydrogen 
admixture until 3 vol.%, after which it drops (figure 10). 
The effect can be explained by assuming that the excita- 
tion in the hydrogen system is a result not only of 
three-particle recombination, but also of the occurrence 
of reactions (4) and (5). We assume for the moment that 
the total arc ionization degree remains more or less 
constant until 3 vol.% hydrogen is admixed, above 
which the ionization degree must drop dramatically to 
explain the low n, value measured by Thomson scatter- 
ing. The increase in hydrogen line intensities can, then, 
be expiained by: (aj the fact that more and more 
hydrogen molecules enter the plasma beam to partici- 
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neutral density no (6) for a 2vol.% hydrogen admixture. 

pate in reaction (4); and (b) the fact that more and more 
hydrogen ions are coming out of the arc. The former 
effect could, however, be balanced by the decrease in the 
amount of argon ions leaving the arc. The decrease for 
higher seed fractions (>3 vol.%) must be a consequence 
of the arc becoming less efficient in producing (predomi- 
nantly hydrogen) ions-as indicated by the Thomson 
scattering data. 

It  was also observed that the hydrogen Ha line is 
clearly visible when no hydrogen is added to the flow. 
This was observed by Meeusen et nl in a similar situ- 
ation [23]. The Ha emission appeared to decrease slow- 
ly (on an hour time scale). In our view, this can only be 
explained by a recirculation flow inside the vessel in 
combination with a stainless steel vessel wall saturated 
with hydrogen [l]. 

The population factors for the argon and hydrogen 
systems are depicted in figure 11. The general shape of 
the Ar(l) and H(1) distributions is similar to those 
reported before [l], so only one example is given. As can 
be seen, the Ar(I) b, factors close to the continuum 
approach the value 1, indicating the presence of a Saha 
equilibrium, as expected for this type of recombining 
plasma. This constitutes a test for both the Thomson 
data and the OES calibration [1,21]. 

More remarkable is the ‘bulge’ in the hydrogen b, 
factors around p (principal quantum number) = 5-7. It 
has been verified, that this effect cannot be attributed to 
Stark broadening, an effect which could boost the width 
of the hydrogen Balmer lines above the width of the 
apparatus profile of the monochromator, thus causing a 
systematical error (as higher excited levels are Stark 
broadened more strongly). This can be thoroughly tes- 
ted by recording wavelength scans of the different Bal- 
mer lines: for ail iines, the line proiiie appears to be 
equal to the monochromator apparatus profile. If Stark 
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Figure 9. Radial scans for z = lOmm ((a) pure argon, (b) 2vol.% hydrogen) and z = 20mm ((c) pure argon, (a) 2vol. YO 
hydrogen). The drawn Ihes represent the Ashkenas and Sherman [20] adiabatic model for a sJpersonically expanding jet Tne 
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Figure 10. The hydrogen p = 5 level population per 
statistical weight against the hydrogen seed fraction at 
z=20mm. 

broadening would be of any influence, the line profiles 
of higher excited levels would be broader. We can, thus, 
safely assume that all hydrogen Balmer line profiles are 
smaller than the apparatus profile (which equals 
0.16nm). 

10’ F 
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. 5 - 

i 

10-5 1 
10-5 

:1 
i 

3 2 1 0 

Figure 11. Population factors bp for hydrogen and argon 
against Ep, the ionization energy of the level concerned 
(z= 40”. 3vol.% hydrogen). Squares denote hydrogen 
levels, whereas circles represent argon levels. 

Another physical process must therefore be respon- 
sible for this bulge, and the most likely candidate is, once 
more, the occurrence of reactions (4) and (9, resulting in 
an extra input of hydrogen excited states. The fact that 
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-. 
vacuum 
pumps 

Figure 12. A sketch of the envisaged recirculation pattern in the vacuum 
vessel. This recirculation flow is thought to transport wall-associated 
hydrogen molecules towards the plasma, especially around the shock region. 

the maximum of the bulge is not fixed, but can be found 
around p = 5-7 makes a excitation exchange process 
(e.g. between Ar (4p') and the H(I) system) unlikely, as 
this would be a very state-selective process. No evidence 
for excitation exchange processes between argon and 
LA--.--- L- L"- r -..- rl .A-- T - - ~ -  :_A ..-- -1 0 L,yuru~c ,r  l l L D  UCCll lUULlU uMlrp Id>ci, I I ILLUC~U IIUUL- 

escence experiments [22]. If vibrationally excited hydro- 
gen molecules participate in reaction (4), however, the 
hydrogen produced in the dissociative recombination 
reaction (5) could appear in a highly excited state, thus 
explaining the bulge. The exact location of the maxi- 
mum would then depend on the amount of vibrational 
(and rotational) excitation of the hydrogen molecules. 

4. Conciusions 

The transport phenomena of the expanding cascaded 
arc plasma remain unaffected for small hydrogen seed 
fractions: the neutral density behaviour is virtually unaf- 
fected by the addition of hydrogen and is well described 
by a quasi one-dimensional model, where the plasma 
parameters are averaged over a surface at right angles 
with the expansion axis. 

The electron density is strongly affected by the addi- 
tion of hydrogen: a strong decrease of the eiectron 
density is observed. This effect can be modelled using the 
quasi one-dimensional approximation, assuming that a 
certain number of hydrogen molecules form at the vessel 
walls and re-enter the plasma before and in the shock 
region. With this extra input from the periphery, a very 
good agreement between model and experiments is 
obtained. 

A recirculation pattern within the vacuum vessel 
(figure 12) is thought to be responsible for the re-entry 
flow of hydrogen molecules into the jet. The largest 
fraction of these re-entering molecules must reach the 
beam before or in the shock region. 

The electron temperature behaviour is reasonably 
well described by the model. However, since current 
generation has not been taken into account, the ob- 
served rise of the electron temperature before the actual 
shock position (equation [18]) cannot be modelled. 

The behaviour of the cascaded arc itself changes 
dramatically when the hydrogen seed fraction exceeds 
3vol.%. This is shown by the fact.that the electron 
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density drops to levels below the detection limit of the 
Thomson-Rayleigh scattering set-up, even just outside 
the nozzle exit (for a lOvol.% seed fraction). 

The Ar(1) excited level population is determined by 
three-particle recombination: therefore the Ar(1) line 
IIILCIIWICL uiuy W I I ~ I I  rryurogen IS auueu LO inc now, 
resulting in a net loss of argon ions. The hydrogen 
excited level population arises due to three-particle 
recombination and dissociative recombination (equa- 
tion (5)). The hydrogen Balmer emission decreases for 
higher seed fractions, most probably due to  the reduced 
arc efficiency. 

The 'bulge' in the hydrogen excited level distribution 
(b,, against En) can be attributed to the dissociative 
recombination of the ArH" molecular ion. If any rovib- 
rational excitation of the hydrogen molecuies is present, 
the formed hydrogen atom could end up in a highly 
excited state. 
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